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I appreciate the honor and the challenge of Dyckman Vermilye'a invitation to discuss

with you at the AAHE National Conference the compelling suhject of higher education among
national priorities. This paper represents my own assessments of facts end opinions,

not ACE's. It focuses more on working decisions, many *f them made in Washington,
which mount cumulatively to rank national priorities in real negotiations, than on
propositions about the benefits to society of higher education.

The paper opens with an examination of the current position of higher education among

national priorities as expressed in the federal budget proposals now under debate. Next,

the priorities expressed in recent higher education policy statements are identified.
Then, nostacles to making greater claims for support are examined. Finally, strategies

for affecting the allocation of national resources for higher education are discussed.

The Current Position of Higher Education

What is the current position of higher education among national priorities? As a

starting point, we can consider the budget proposed by the Administration for fiscal

1976 as an exonomic.policy document which embodies the proposed set of national
priorities. Three different comparisons can be made to establish a frame of referencl
that will help us to assess where higher education states with respect to total
commitments of the federal government. The proposed level *f federal support for higher

education can be compared with:

1. The level of support for higher education in earlier years;
2. The level of support proposed for other budget items, and
.3. Federal support for institutions and for students in comparison with

other sources of support which they receive.

1. _Trends IDLIalallSUROTt.. The Ad ministration proposed, out of a total budget

of $349 billion, to spend 7.4 billion for hi,.5her education. This includes $3.4 billion
for the direct support oz educational activities, and $4.0 billion for other basic
purposes which would Earn provide substantial support for education. Veterans' benefits

are included in this latter spending category (they amourt to half again as much as all

the Office of Education student assistance programs combined). Of the $3.4 billion in
direct support, only $2.3 billion is accounted for by the Office of Education. Of that
$2.3 bill inn in OE, $2.0 billion, or over 9e percent, would be channeled to students
(a share which increased steadily from about 5C percent over the last f:1. years).

Of the $7.4 billion total direct and indire,q support for higher education propose'
in the Administration budget, k.1 billion is earmarked for undergraduate education
($2 billion for two-year colleges and $./..1 billion for all other undergraduate

institutions and $1.3 billion for graduate education.

*Address presented at C.mcurrent GEneral S, scion III of the 3Cth National Conference on
Higher Fdloltion, sponsored by the American Association for Higher Education, Tuesday,
morning, Mar-h 19'5, Chicago.
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In ,I.idttion t.1 1 ud.,:t outlays, a sui,stintiql amount of federal support for higher
.1du...mtLrn in provil,,t in ti-. form of "tnx txperilItures"--thet is, taxes not collected
te -aunt! exTIptions and JeAwtionc relatiw to :ducation permitted unde federal tax
IMW. Th' efri., Manatment rind Pudget hos prepared estimates of these tax
ixitndi'qrb rind r,i_ortvd 'hem in the Speelal Pnalyseo of the Budget for the first time
tti_ fellovshkps /4r not ..:ounted as taxable income, resulting in

-xpi.nditures of *.1 All ion; 1.are-:nts arc allowed exemptions for their children over
1 :,f-Hrs of ae,.! who art t:nrolled in oollege, resulting in tax expenditures of $690
million; rend :-ontributiohs to fnstitutions of higner education may be deducted, resulting
in tax expenditures of ..V)-40 million (.35 trom the contributions of individuals end $155
million from the .'ontributione of corporations). Thus, the total tax expenditures
in Juppc.rt or' hie,her tdu,sation for 19(, 33 estimated by OMB, amount to about $1.5 billion.

i'o put ther,, tHx expenditures for higher education into context: The estimated tax
benefit:, tc' homeowners d.Aucting mortgage interest and prope:ty taxes from their taxable
irome ani $1i.( billion; deductions for all other charitable giving total $4.81
billion f.:.r fiscal 1)7(,.

low do these proos.:d levels of support compare with those of the past? The answer
to t:A.r question again depends on our frame of reference. These levels of support .

represent .0sidertible increases over the troughs of tilt early 1910s. But from a longer
that: perspective, current It-vels of support arpear to be far lower than historic peaks.

Most of us are well mare that federal support channeled to institutions has fallen
off sharply in the last few years as P result of dellbei'ate shifts in policy to the
support of students: e no not realize that current levels of federal support for .

students are far below cnriler peaks, rell a decade of new student aid programs.
The real, i: not rh.2torica1, federal co4aitmcnt to supporting coLlege students was
strongest dIreetly Yorld War II, i;,Altilts for returnIlu veterans were first
nuthori7e(!. But, :3i!I 'ens not int-A,i,, .x-21uLivi.ly, or peruops even mainly, AO en

pr7)ra-1, ..:)Irrn:ote for or t_ lost terause DI' the 1:or. Rather
it prt in eo:,rimi,. rend:ustment pracni ir a nntion fear inR inflation, massive UM

ven severe depresrlor. In its peak year, 19147, the G.I. P111
nesrli 1.' rludents or nor. teat one out of every two students

enrollf-ci in -'ollee:er Ir th.. total educational expenses (both tuition
.cs.it.:7) of .d1 ctlapnts enrolled in 1.1rher education at that time were added

hnve totaled npproximately The GI Bill provided nearly
biilioh t:m.ard !:tudeht expenses: ihded, the cash support provid:M was equal in

to more than t :0 total amount paid :o tuition by ell students at all institutions.

benefltr r'i! !o retrnin- veterans, !/:.ich covered about 40 percent cf their
anhuA: co:3* 1' werr not. a ..'n-tion of their past, current, or future

raher, r' garden Ho nn But today, 'Alen federal assistance
1: tc,:ard brnarienim tr ::t-.1.,1(,hts'-who presumably need a level of

yen 'revter than !II,: vet ranc -- the propo;:tion of total
o' ..:prort tnnh ?t.' percent.

!dins for :.t!Icr . Total federal support for
, 1.tue11ts am to institutions,

.!.: nrr ':.ah n ti.! rd -; : f: ... of i,dwation budget and about a
: !.' 1 . ..r r and roc ii EP-rvis2cr. less than three

' c . -nd o;* one pr:ent of the cross
nN:
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Ti e trends in federal spendina, for the various components of education end training
are quite diverlent. Historically, elementary and secondary education have been the
largeot compo.,,eat of this spending category. In the raid:IX:Nit, they received between
two and three timee the level oe support that eae given to higher education. Support for
eiteentary and secondary education has grown at such slower rates in recent years,
aleeking of!' completely nor the llst three, and it has now been superceded in aggregate .

.eederal support b2. spend it :. tor manpower traie:ne,. A decade ago, support of manpower
trainine was not much greater than that eor hleaLr education, but it has grown at a
oonsiderebly raster rote, overtaking the leve; Df support for elementary and secondary
edueation, so that noe bee:. are et a level o: iapport approximately double that for
higher edueation.

Vocational edAcLisa ic only a S811 0: this ependint, eetc,,orL and was
among the fastest fc.i.. c. lents, but it LD; :eperience0 no growth in support over
the last several bud.,,L c-!Jrs.

Aeter burgeoning in the early 1960a, outleys for higher education flattened out and
moved virtually sideways erom 1960 to 1274. In fact, outlays for higher education were
actually lower in 1914 than in 1968. We might haul up a devil theory to explain the
pattern and label these the "Nixon years" in higher education. But this charge would not
by entirely fair. These sharp reductions In the rate of inereave of support were, on the
whole,the result not of explicit changes in (stated policy directions, but of a vast
n'unber of individual decisions in many different agencies. These decisions, in pert
reflecting judgments about the usefulness of the outputs generated by continued research
spending, had been made at the end of the Johnson Administration but the cutbacks took
several years to effectuate.

Thus, while higher education languished, every other component of the education and
training budget category excw, with particularly sharp and continuous increases in M1811-
power training support.

The estimated budtet outlays for higher edueation for the current fiscal year ending
in 1):5 represnt: a statlieg break eith the l9!.8-19(14 no-growth trend with almost
1 fifty perveot tneease in outlays over the depressed level for the preceding year
including, however, 20MC forward f'unding Into future budget years. The budget for the
Apeominte incoreorate much more modest increases, however.

Txine the i."1"-Ir, .;rovtL of the federal tudget can be attributed to Great
:%wiety pro.70.7.s. I s-ontrast, during; the 1::0c, the growth of the budget has been
lareele ie en: -stets to !neividuals--as benceit levels have beer augmented, and as new
ersees have tetrn tr.-24cn 111..in the coverage of social programs.

..any in nirho .ducation want to press, however, is how does
:or our prserese compare with spending for defense. It is true, as the Defense

D.pee.eeet e e. :ter,- of th: eeeitalated for national defense has
eince Wf. 1:11 not now at war. IL !act, national

,,font;e. has, in rt. !:* tnkvn n .hare Dr the federal budget (down from
:.peeent in fis..':11 1 ro .!; pereent in :ice!: 1 ,%') and of exose national product

flown free Tereent in eie-ai 1)(P to 5. . on in fiscal 1)1e).

7lut the Fore Administration is proposing ec arrest that decline. In fact, the full
cemm net nf wearms systems. for whi.h initial year funding is included In the

errene isedget, is reported in the i origreseicral_Reeord--and brought forcefully to our

4
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attention by the Washington Bureau of the Rolling $tOne: a. to be $148 billion.

3. fedegal_shares of institutional revenues and .student replurcesm.mThe federal
share of ttu revenue of colleges and universities peaked at a little over 20 percent, a
Little over 20 years ago. Federal revenues are a relatively much more important share
of the total income of private colleges and universities than of public institutions,
partly because graduate students make up a larger proportion of total enrollments in the
former (30 percent at private institutions and 20 percent at public). That federal
revenue share eroded significantly throughout the early 1970s for both sectors but more
sharply for the private than for the public institutions. This is one of the many
factors contributing to the financial crunch, which is being felt even more severely in
the private more than in the public sector of higher education.

The federal share may currently be edging back up a little from the trough of 1970 -
1971, but it still does not approach earlier peaks. The slippage in the Federal share
has been made up by increases in the state share and the student tuition share of total
revenues.

Policy statements :.lanuting from the Administration emphasize the shift of federal
se.pport to students. Consequently, we might easily expect that the federal share of
institutional revenue.: uld decline and that the federal contribution would show up
Instead in the font ..tukk.nt tuition, which: arc reported in financial surveys

inclusive of student aid. Let us examine then, trends in federal support of students.

The Administration's proposed budget allots $2 billion for the Office of Education

st.dent assistance programs. Actually, these funds cover two types of "student mid."
The first tyre consists of funds paid to cover the costs to students of tuition and
living expenses and includes programs of Basic Educational Opportunity Grants, College
Work-Study, and Supplemental Fducational Opportunity Grants. Together with the National

Direct student Loans, these programs account for about two-third of the total ME student

aid funds. They are subject to aanual appropriations limits.

The second type of so-called "student aid" consists of funds paid to banks to cover
the cost of the loans that students take to cover the cost of expenses. These funds

are intended to induce banks to lend to students by offering interest subsidies, special

interest allowances, and coverage of losses due to defaults or to death and disability.
Thus, the term"student aid" is not a consistent label as it is applied to different
thannels of support. This progrnm differs from the first type in another important way;
The payment of ':ederal funds to the banks is oclicated under contractual arrangement- -
which is very :.lose tc an entitlement because if not enough fundd are appropriated
initi914,, a supplemental request must be made to supply the funds required. This year,

the student assistance Cunds ehanneled through banks will be an astounding one-third
or the tots! OE student assistance funds--$65L million dollars.

:t the inrensel 3mount or assistance alil;ated by contract to be paid to banks is

slbtra.tel free th.' total OE request for student aid (which is $122 million less than

last yenO. Ttle net balance is J:19( million less for student aid this year than was

appropriated 1:Ist year. Ie v! " "w of the lari7 increases in college costs to students,
and -xpinde,1 ellibillty Ccr nsoistarpe, this means that individual students may get
malotawially smaller packs, -o of ',rant ascistance this year than last, even after
14011-publicized irwrea7,:., proposed for the Pest: Grant program.
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The education community, students and institutions alike, were astonished to learn
in the last several weeks that 4135 million remained unexpended of the $660 million
originally appropriated for the program of Basic Grants to students. How can the higher
education community press for even greater appropriations when $135 million of last
year's funds were not even spent?

What happened? It is certainly incumbent on us to solve the mystery, because the
explanation clearly affects the validity of determination of actual needs for student
assistance and weighs on our ability to argue for greater support for students.

A number of different explanations for the underutilization of the program are
possible:

1. Maybe we overeztimated the number of students who were genuinely interested in
college;

2. Maybe colleges and universities induced students to apply for the assistance,
and then the students rejected the educational offerings '.7.4.e available by the schools;

3. Maybe the students found ...tit how much of a grant they would be awarded, decided
it would be too little could re. find other ssurLus to make up the difference, and then
decided not to apply for college;

4. Maybe the institutions assessed the amount of individual student grants, learned
they would be less than the amounts needed to support the students in school, determined
that the schocl could not provide additional funds from tts own general revenues and
decided not to accept the need; students who had 4.rendy mppiied; or maybe, the institu-
tions, cid not encourage students to apply for Basic Grants a, part of their aid
pachago because tYese awards are not accompcnied by allotments tel.coi,..:r
the cost cf administration are the campus-based aid programs.

5. Or, maybe the prcgrhm was badly administered; maybe prospacttve students did not
know '::ey we:c ei.igilole for the assistance, or maybe the forms they needed were not
elsily obtat.ndble or mnybc they had difficulty in filling them out, or maybe the dead-
Jtn.s for suomittin npplications were hard to meet, or maybe they were uncertain about

amennt of the i7ront '.hat they would receive tey did not have a clear idea of
what their edationa' werc;

C. C'r naybe, n que7tion c.,ould be raised shout whetivir it is possible that the
exp.ndltur,! of the program funds was administrutively deferred as a deliberate economic
mPisur- to hole. dovn total fedoral spending when the route of executive impoundments

reveoted budcet rescissions dnd deferrals was blocked by the courts
and Corc:es3. thus achieving indirectly wilat could not be achieved by more direct means.

resolion of thi:. mystery, with specific answers to these questions, is of
im7or'-ance, far beyond the $135 million. The answers to these ciuestions

bear nr,t onl on whht a the national priorities for higher education but who has the
tn sPq them and to modify them.

tats 1%rrt :'car Hi'-her Education

Ith tLis pare: derils primarily with federal cuppert for higher education, a
H;41r.rd don:rir--.!on m.:st deal with state support as w211. State support for higher
eluctitin is f...Ly twice the level of federal support. Many state programs are far
rare 91van2ed thn . the federal. state higher e!ucation people rightfully challenge
the fecierni rPntriLm cc Whshington based cffi-ials Ls to which is the dog and which is
tLe tail. (!rTe-irIlly in federr1,7t1to rr.s:zh-ng rrograms.
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i:lxpenditures for hiceir Lducation often represent the largest single budget item
of a Jtate overnment, rqngin.; from one-sixth to one-third of the total. In a number of
state budget:;, the share for higher education has declined from peak levels, but the
absolute number of dollars appropriated in the last two years has increased in 49 of 50
states, representine..a net increase for all states of 29 percent. Inflation has wiped
ot atout two-thirds of tee value of the increase, but even so, real dollar support has
increased about 10 percent for all states, with 4L of the 50 states showing real
inoreases.

Individual institutions 'nay nave lost support, however, as states have channeled
eunds into expansion of their public systems, particularly two year institutions, and
increaced, relatively their direct aid to students.

Revenue sharini,. rrevise delineation of the trends in state support may be muddled,
wreover, by Kenerel revenue sharing, (the federal program inaugurated in 1972 to
distribute billion0.one-third to states and two-thirds to local governments, with
wide latitude concerning its use). Large proportions of the revenue-sharing dollars are
reported as beini!, spent for education. But little detailed information is available about
w:lether they were spent :'or elementary and secondary education or for higher education; or
whether these funds are %Med to regular state tax funds or substitutes for them, per-
mitting states to shift funds to other program areas or even to cut state and local
taxes. Even state reports of intended use of the funds are not firm, because the funds
can be reprogrammed almost without restriction. Until reporting is clarified, it is

impossible to altogether precise in characterizing the trends in state and federal
funding for higher education.

It is a minor paradox that debate on federal aid to institutions often flounders
on the Issue of full accountability for the use of the public funds, whereas revenue.
sharing with the state la.latIvely unrestricted funds is advocated for precisely the

oppo,,,,ite reason -- that tl:e etatLs are In the "best position" to know what they need-

thus ,Dver1:pnkin,., that publir: yccountability for tic use of the funds is markedly less
under revenue-onarin6 tha.:.uhd,A. categorical prralf:.

Natignal rut tort for Research

:r. tis .ountry, h.-,her education and i'esearci: ore highly interdependent, and of

.7,reat iraliration to each other. A comprehensiv.2 discussion of support for higher educa-
tion .,hou.ld also touch en support for research.

National pricritier for research, and sharp shifts in those priorities, have a
sir7nificnnt impat on hi,7ner education -- both on the up-side and on the down-side--
coLrilutino7 to of federal support, particularly within those institutions
../ere It t,; twecially heavily -oncentrated. More than two-thirds of all the basis
recenr.h :me in t,:e "nitrid :'trite :; takes 'lace within higher education institutions,

1:pleding .1mall pertion in federell., funded research and development centers.

eesenrel 'eas hot been

t. ef*e iy r
A erimar. eat!_-nal an.ern in tL
1: 4.he Ar'.

moon
"#:;(,/)t, Wfl;

!cw8n! &lif:

r'r:.er ',han te.hnoicelcal

rrowth indust::! eince the mid-196V' s, the trends in
nfidly :ha: .ini7 txrressions of national concerns.
iat.e rin,i early lWr, was international competition

lefty in this ;:omain had a teehnclogical base, but with
- almo.;t a dozen human beines on the fact of
7-y -Irtalled. thv mid-17(-Os national concerns

tunit;i. reluirini; political and social resolu-
Ivem:e. They, :7!' course, provided little stimulus
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to technologic al resear:h die! 1/4:id rot succeed ElJlifIcantly in developin, their own

research bay. By td-1,),"): the fmcus 5f oar national concerns has shifted to

environmemal quality, encri.,y independence, and adequate health care, with new technology

forming a large part of the required respmnse to those concerns. We might easily predict

large infusions of research funds into higher education to deal with these concerns

except l'o 'urrent budcet constraints. But using lithitedreseurcescompetingdemands
arguments to restrict the claims of higher education for greeter primrity fir research

funding nay be extremely short.sichted and counter productive .. because it fails

altogether to perceive the relationship between education, research, technology, and the

expansion or more efficient use of those limited resources,

Priorities 11.111essed in it cent Policy Statement.:

On :larch 1)(51 the Carnegie Council on Policy Studied in Higher Education issued

its first official statement: Lt dealt with the aftrajaasjajtjausaulux14401424
Unfinished Business, 1)75-ljat_ The report calla for inauguration of new major programs

of federal assistance to higher education. One program is tuition equalization grants to

states to reduce the gap in tuition between private and public institutions; the funds

are to be regranted to studentr attending private colleges and universities in amounts

based on a formula grant inc them the equivalent of half the per student state subsidy in

public institutions, with that student subsidy to be split in turn equally between the

state and the federal governments. The second program is the creation of a self.

supporting National student Loan Bank, and third is for financial ssistance for large

research libraries.

The recommendations have been thoroughly debated and persuasively reported, They

are likely to command widespread support, and be enacted into legislation,

The funds required to carry out the recommendations have been carefully calculated

by the staff to increase the federal expenditures for higher eeucation "modestly" from

6 hundredths of one ren::ent of the gross national product in 1974.75 to 66 hundredths

in 197)-a), five years latr.

The rerort ..:cn1 with or copl,:tely capitulates on the issue of

what should 1-e the nati.rla for higher rdzteation. The report Inplies either

that the hit:iler elucatIo:. ri.ould be no lar.'er; or that the share should be larger

but that it is not :casible to achlevc a larger claim, given limited.

resourcez.-and-zomi'etin6.demands.

I ;.:;,,1i in,t;e ti.nt therm- premises is operative, they should 'e

debates eperl.

:!ew Tr,71,nenis for restrqcturin

to up CD n suFlort for stud-mts

same ordcr of mat,,nitc as that rrovied
and too zelmilett? a :..on,:esuion to budget "

student nid r:mbodied in the e'Hara Dill else add

althcuh nwnrded in differing patterns) the
r-xistinc, legislation .- again too early

realities."

ObettuI,Lt Ralsinr. Priority of 111,-,her Education

ducation ran he ultimately successful in pressing for a higher

!!w,e nr:one national :riorttier we have to do a mue'r better job of making cur case in the

flr7t ,:ncumrtinc, It in the sennnd. I think we can do both. But this will
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require lest amounts of conceptual, analytic work and improved measurestof the needs of
students and institutions. Student needs analysis actually originated not as a determina-
tion of "neee" for assistance in an absolute sense, but as a mechanism for limiting
competition among institutions in the award of funds and for allocating equitably the
inadequate student aid funds available. Needs analysis has not altogether transcended
those origins to become a technique for determining true student need, based on explicit
value judgments resuctine. reasonable self-help expectations, and the roles of the state
and federal,governalents--but it must. .

On the institutional. side, we are not likely to be persuasive in sharply increasing
support until vast improvements are made in the measures of financial cordition of educa-
tion institutions. We need a financial assessment equivalent to industry's bottom line --
which education's current operating fund surplus or deficit is not.

C1.4ims for gpater support have in the past been baser on colparisons with previoua
year's funding, on increment-1 budgeting -- 'more is better" -- which is no longer
persuasive

.

before inceeaaingly skeptical legislators and program administrators countering
with "yes, but what are you willing to give up, you are never willing to give up anything."

After spending time just now detailing budget shares for higher education, we have to
recogniz% that relative shares as such, are not truly an adequate measure of higher educa-
tion objectives qr priorities, at the federal or state levels. These must be framed in
terms of the adequacy of resources needed to do specific jobs. We have to look beyond the
absolute and relative shares of support for higher education, or survival of particular
instituions, to the balance between the resources available and the missions to be
accomplished.

This section of the paper deals with what I regard as limits we impose on carsel%.29
in national debate directed toward reachieg consenses on the values and missions of higher
education. There are a number of obstacles including our own persecution complex.

Paranoia

Academic excellence is often measured in terms of critical intellectual abilities.
Self-criticif-m within the higher education community is entirely healthy and productive in
that it leads to continuing improvements of the :eaching-learning processes and heightened
efforts to relate curricular offerings to current student and community concerns. But

this tendence to self-cri ticism is frequently turned inward La destructive ways. A form
of paranoia leads academics to explain complex social phenomena too easily and too quickly
and too exclusively in terms of the shortcomings of higher education For example, it
is frequfntly asserted that "decliniri en:a/meats" can be attributed in part to students'
disaffection u.th college, to their reassessment of the value of a college degree and to
its relevance to life goals. But ..here are two dif'iculties with this assertion. The first
.is that enrollmens are not domi -- they ire up -- in both the public and the private
sector. The demographic contraction o: '.he college-age cohort will not hit until the early
1980s.

But students today arc being asild to lyiv almost twice as much for a college educa-
tion than they lid a ,!ecadc ano. Given that magnitude of cost increase-a level about half

4roater than prices in general-it iA amaing that enrollments have not in fact
declined. When 1:erne haying fllumps when autemobile sales plummet, and when beef consump-
tion goes down, no one argues tilaL people no longer like housing, travel by car, or
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eating -- rather, the explanation given is that the costs are too high. We need to pay
much more attention to possible economic determinants of enrollment trends and to be more
akeptical of broadside jeneralizations that young people are disenchanted with higher
educatior.

Similarly, slumps in private giving have been atrributed to dissatisfaction with
higher education on the part of potettal donors and to their concern about institutions'
ability to govern themnelves during an era of student unrest. But it is at least
suggestive that the year to year trends in individual and corporate giving follow (with
consistent time lags for the process of giving) almost exactly the trends in net corporate
profits, one primary source of income for voluntary contributions. Once again, the
paranoid explanations were too easily accepted.

Taxi-Driving College eraduat,..s

Ominous reports of widespread difficulties experienced by college graduates in
securing.jobe related to their education, and encounters with taxi-driving college
graduates have raised increasingly serious doubts about the need to stimulate, at least
through public subsidy, even greater college rates. The Bureau of the Census projects
a doubling - going of the number of college graduates (with a four-year degree) in the
adult population (2i and over) by 1990 -- raising the number from 15 million to 30 million
and the population share from 11 percent to 20 percet. All this has led some to speculate
about the fate of unemployed or underemployed college graduates: hyper-extension of
graduate education for those with baccalaureate degrees who can't get jobs, and even to
wild scenarios of social upheaval led by the desperately over-educated.

The priorities for higher education depend fundamentally on convictions about the
eppropriate size of the higher education sector. Some old-style elitists assure us that
we are already educating too many students now -- students who are not really interested
in learning and who, ought to be out working for a living. Others have offered unfortunate
expressions about the competence of some of their colleagues whom they declare should
also he otherwise engaged than in teaching. Again, the most severe criticism of educe
tion often COMPS from within. Clearly many of those who have not had opportunities for
advanced education, value it extraordinarily highly. A major vehicle of escape by those
lot satsficd with their urrenr employment is more education.

According to th,2 standard forcasts, we are in the process of switching from a period
of excess demand for collee graduates, to excess supply of them, leading to reductions
in the economic returns to investment in additional years of scholing, and consequently
'd diMiiniebei demand for nigher education.

such atgument% have been alde by economists who derive from these premises, con-
ahout the pir",able reduced level of required public funding for higher education,

'They has their analysts on human capital theory. I would argue that human capital
theory, .4hat -wer its analytic elegance, is a weak, if not dangerous, basis for formulattng
public policy with respect to the size of the edvcation sector. Its use for such
purposes should he f-hallenged -- whether it leads to conclusions that funding should be
decreased .n these times or that fending should he increased in other times.

Fir:t, the calculation of the economic returns may not be free of conceptual flaws,
Dtffererces in returns attributed to yearn of education may in fact result from
differences in ability, experience, mrtivatien, continuing opportunities for on the job
learning. nr testrictivr labor practices. Further, there may be measurement errors in
calculAting the returns. particularly when comparing returns to investment in education
4th returns to invstment in physical ,apital. For instance, in failing to adjust for
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the capital bias in the tax structure, (which permits deduction of the expenses necessary

to earn income in the case of physical capital, but not in the case of human capital; or

depreciation of the asset value of physical capital but not of human capital; or capital

gains treatment of the appreciation of physical capital, but only ordinary incoie tax

treatment of the earned income of human capital even though it took years to gain the

competence being rewarded).

Whatever use is made of economic rates of return to explain gross enrollment levels,

they are not very adequate in explaining choice of degree earned, or choice of field.

The computations grogly overemphasize economic determinants of education as a productive

investment, and exci _le what economists call the consumption value, or others might call

the exhilaration of learning.

Even if the returns could be carefully calculated, economists have often implied

that the policy implications of finding differential rates of return for different

education cohorts were relatively straightforward. But consider, for instance, the

general finding that returns to education of employed women are lower than those for

employed men. Does this imply that less funds should be invested in the education of

women and more in the education of men to bring their marginal rates of return into

closer alignment -- or that we should attack the system of differential pay. Human

capitalists have difficulty separating out the returns flowing from characteristics of

individuals, and returns flowing from the characteristics of the economic and social

system.

Actually, in a democracy, the question which precedes the question of the optimum

size of the education sector is, rather, who decides who gets what opportunities for how

much education. Calculation of the demana-lTriiirthe supply of college educated people

is the beginning but not the end of an inquiry about the appropriate size of the

education sector.

But we are in a recession

Wait until better times to press our claimb. The inflation and recession has hit

virtually every segment of our economy--some, such as housing, considerably harder than it

has hit education. Times are tough and all must do their share of belt-tightening. Even

BO, we must be vigilant to make sure that higher education is not unnecessarily dive'

advantaged during this crunch.

On the negative side, when President Ford announced his energy and economic package,

for instance, it involved a surcharge on imported fuel, which would increase the costs Of

fuel, which surcharge would be rebated by tax cuts for families and corporations, and

'giants to state and local governments and federal agencies adversely affected.

The Administration, quite literally forgot the nonprofit sector, including the $40 billimn

higher education industry, which we would bear the full brunt of the cost increase but

would not be eligible for any of the rebates. Energy costs are not negligible items to

colleges and universities, they can amount to hundreds of thousands, even millions of

dollars. The higher education has asked for alleviation of these hardships but 40t yet

received specific responses.

On the positive side, higher education can serve instrumentally in carrying out

economic policy-for instance, in packaging educational assistance and public service

jobs for part-time students/part time workers, creating opportunities to learn and

reducing unemployment at a relatively smaller cost to the federal government than for

full time public service or unemployment compensation.
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The Government Can't Do It All

Deep philosophical concerns about the size of the public sector, fear about undue
encroachment of government on the governance of institutions, and conviction that colleges
and universities must first manage more effectively the resources already at their command,
undergird the assertion that "the government can't do it all." Unfortunately, that
pronouncement often forecloses real discussion of policy alternatives which consume any
public resources.

Consider another proposition, equally meritorious, that the nonprofit sector, in our
case, higher education, should be as advantaged, or at least no more disadvantaged than
the profit making sector, in claims for public services:

For instance, the scope,quality, and timeliness of data available to higher
education should be equivalent to that provided agriculture, manufacturing,
construction and labor;

In negotiating contracts to perform research services, educational institutions
should be permitted recovery of overhead and other funds to provide at leas': as much
capacity to develop new projects and adjust to rapid shifts in funding as is permitted for
industrial firms; and

The claims of institutions for consideration in offsetting special costs associated
with providing educational services to disadvantaged students should be accorded at least
as much weight as the claims of banks for consideration in offsetting special costs
associated with lending money to disadvantaged students.

The higher education community understands very well that the government can't do it
all. We are also beginning to assimilate the realities of the new budgeting process. At
a recent meeting of the Education Commission of the States, Stephen Wexler, Counsel to
the Senate 'SUbcommittee on Education, explained that the Subcommittee had reappraised its
approach to legislation and was proceeding with a much greater awareness of the budget pro.
cess. Previously, he said, authorizing committees simply wrote the legislation and left
it to others to find the money. Now the scope of programs is to bc designed within
attainable funding levels. These are indeed, salutary developments in public finance.

We can hope, however, that competency based learning about the workings of the budget
process is not certified br the adoption of conventionally conservative attitudes tftward
public spending for human service programs. Perhaps it takes people less familiar with
the budget process to escalate the level at which budget trade-offs are forced, to raise
disquieting questions like, for example, the following:

How many millions of dollars should we spend trying to recover a Russian submarine?
How much does it cost to arm both sides in a war?
What. funds arP involved in ::overtly building up stockpiles of arms for allies?
Are improvements in our balance cf payments related to shipments of arms?
What are the costs and benefits. :Ir possible conflicts of interest, involved when the
United States government contracts with a private firm to train the army of a country
which could, in some eventualities, cut off their supplies of oil to us?
What is the price of domestic surveillance and international intrigue?
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Strategies for Affecting the Allocation of Resources

The case can be made for increasing the claims of higher education to national
attention and support. What are the strategies available? In our society, resource
211ocation strategies operate in three domains: economic, relying on market mechanisms;
rational, incorporating planning processes, and political, using persuasion and voting
power. Recent policy proposals in higher education have tended to focus exclusively on
the economic domain; but that is likely to be less effective than conscious action in all
three domains.

Markit Strategies

The Newman Task Force, the Committee for Economic Development and the Carnegie
Commission, proposed to raise tuitions and increase awards of assistance directly to
students for the purpose of increasing total resources available for higher education and
enhancing the role of the market in determining the size and composition of the higher
education sector. But the "market," given its imperfections, is hardly better at making
big decisions than little decisions, and certainly not any more adequate for determining
the major national priorities we place on education than it is, say, for security. You
may have noticed, too, that besides the economists, the most ardent advocates of the market
solution to the allocation of resources in higher education are our greatly respected
colleagues who happen to be heads of state higher education planning agencies, facing
otherwise difficult questions of which schools to help and which to let succumb in the next
decade.

It is not certain that the raw operation of the market would assure a diversity of
offerings and a greater or lesser number of real educational choices for well informed
students to select. The serious risks to survival of making wrong decisions on institu-
tional specialization is likely to lead schools in the direction of being more similar
than more different; perhaps even with the expense of more curricular offerings and more
delivery options at each institution -- but fewer system wide -- than under a planned,
coordinated educational structure. An unalloyed market mechanism is not the -.7nly, or per
haps even the best way to obtain information about student educational preferences.

Planning Strategies

Planning the allocation of resources is generally an underdeveloped art and science
in education, with but few outstanding exceptions .;.n individual states.and institutions.

Vast improvements in the quality and timeliness of data available to higher education,
as well as significant advances in the development of policy analysis and operating
management models, greatly enhance our ability to plan in higher education.

Planning is yet to be adopted generally however, as an integral part of the educa-
tional managers style. And we have yet to develop a working understanding of possible
active--not passive in the sense that they happen to us -- relationships betweelv overall
economic activity and activity in higher education both in the short run and in the long
run together with a healthy skepticism toward our own long range economic forecasting based
on our poor track record.

Greater efficiency in the utilization of educati:n resources through planning; and
lengthening, through planning, the time horizon relevant in making spending trade-offs
can significantly increase the leverage of higher education in pressing for higher
national priorities.

13
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Education associations and institutions are forbidden by law from engaging
in outright political activity on pain of losing their tax-exempt status. That
does not, however, prohibit us from underscoring the critical importance of
politics to our future. Invited testimony providing information about the
anticipated impact of alternative legi.3lativo proposals on higher education
has, potentially, powerful effects.

Committee members and staff are generous in their willingness to listen
to the concerns of their higher education constituents. They welcome solid
information, succinctly summarized in a usable form. Genius is required, however.
to anticipate the detailed isLues to be debated far enough in advance to have
the relevant data ready in time.

Political awareness and sbphistication, and knowledge of political structures,
processes, and personalities, is broadening and deepw,ing on the part of the
educational associations, state administrators, individual institutions, fac'ilty,
and students. lalk is heard about building constituencies.

It would be politically foresighted to organize information relating to
higher education on the basis of Congressional Districts; very little such data
exists at the present time, but it could quite easily be generated andrmaintained
without great cost.

Enormous progress has been made recently in developing mutual understanding
that the many seguents education share their destinies and that conflicts
among those segments is ultimately counterproductive. As a result, most major
differences are now resolved before reaching state and federal legislative chambers,
whereas fn earlier years .ine segment could often be pitted against another to
the detriment of both. Representatives of different educational groups have
learned that they do not reward questioners with answers when asked publicly or
privately about places t cut budgets important to other groups, lest the tech-
nique be applied with equal force to them. Alternatively, attempts are made to
reach and present a consensus on policy preferences and budget priorities.

To givE a solic. example o7 this awareness: P:ivate institutions, which had
previowly teen among the prime ci4vocatcs of raising tuitions at public instit-
utions, reversed thei' stance more recently as an act of statesmanship, having
recognized that 'Ale earlier position would pit nublic institutions against private
institutions. Even further, they have generously endorsed public institutions'
solicitation of priv.te voluntary Pontributions, a malor source of revenue to
the private institutions
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The other half of the implied bargain is that public institutions must now
ectively support appeal; of private institutions for increased public support.
The next item on the agenda for national debate on the financing of higher
education is to consider not only whether but in what form federal and state
governments might effectively support private institutions. Rhetorical commitments
of mutal support have been made by leaders in both public and private sectors,
but the difficult details have to LJ hammered out, preferably state by state, with
the federal government in the role of the initiating, stimulating general partner.

Conclusion

People who forecast differing prospects for the future 'evils of support
for higher education -- for the place of higher education among national priorities- -
do not, in general, differ markedly in their characterization of the current
situation. But they do differ radically in their assessment of what is possible --
in the academic, economic, and political spheres. The realities way be as harsh
as the darkest forecasts. If the first step into the future is to linit our own
horizons, to scale down our own expectations, to narrow our own choices to feasible
but pinched alternatives, we will have taken a responsible course. But there
is a more fully responsible course, toward a grander vision, truer to our own
beliefs in the values of higher education--higher education made ateessible to

all who can benefit from it by recognized legal rights and entitlements. We
have, I believe, only begun our pursuit of this course.


